


Savne Štrus d.o.o. is a company specialized in manufacturing all kinds of saunas. 
Our mission is to produce saunas which offer you the ultimate in luxury and 
relaxation – whether in the comfort of your own home, or in a public spa facility. 
And to enhance your life on all levels. Every project is taken as a challenge and 

treated with care and a professional attitude. 





The untouched nature and traditional architecture far from the fast pace of life 
is located at the heart of Kozjansko Park. The reflection of natural landscape 
and cultural heritage is also the typical image of architecture in this area, mainly 
composed of natural materials. The investor intended to keep these virtues as 

much as possible and give it a modern touch. 
With this in mind, the building has become a kind of shelter for the family who 
enjoys a Finnish sauna for relaxation and connection with nature. The simple and 

intimate environment serves its purpose entirely.





Wood stoves provide a unique experience of sauna with the entire ritual and 
atmosphere, created by the robust and pristine appearance.





Termal resort Rimske terme is located in Rimske Toplice. It offers many natural 
beauties, various options for recreation, exploring and relaxation. Rich tradition 
and modern tourist services merge here. Take a break from everyday life, full of 
constant rush. Return to the essentials: soothing nature, health, wellbeing and 
relaxation. You will return to the Roman paradise for some time in the wonderful 

enviroment  with unique thermal water of Rimske terme.
- Relax the mind and rejuvenate the body -

Rimske terme offers a relaxing oasis of tranquility and rest with rich thematic 
programs including wraps, scrubs, swirling air and Kneipp cures to guests in the 
Sauna Land Varinia, where you can enjoy in Finnish, Turkish, Roman and infrared 
saunas, an indoor cold water pool, an indoor massage pool with underwater seats, 

a rest room and  outdoor terrace.





Steam baths are called differently throughout the world, however their purpose 
remains the same everywhere – high humidity and moderate temperature to 
provide detoxification and purify the body. For this purpose, a steam generator 

with other equipment is placed beside the sauna. 





The connection of modernity and the mundane with the healing power of sea, salt, 
sun and mediterranean climate are the ingredients needed for a weekend getaway. 
Relaxation by the beach with an ocean view is offered to a couple living in the 
capital, who likes to escape the city and the stress of everyday life on the weekends. 
The modern, city way of life is also perfectly captured in Colorina, an infrared sauna 
with an elegant and timeless appearance. It has taken its place in the spacious 

living room of the apartment and offers a terrace view on the saltpans.





The steam evaporator provides additional therapy with salt, essential oils and 
herbs, which benefit to health. It is especially suitable as an addition to the infrared 

sauna, allowing separate or combined use. 





Taking care of your health should be your priority. You need to take time for 
yourself, treatments, therapy and care for the body and soul. 

The BIO sauna offers everything what you need for the perfect relaxation. It is 
a newer version of a traditional Finnish sauna; beside a classic Finnish heater it 
has integrated water tank for extra humidity and more intense sweating impact. 

Humidity and temperature can be regulated depending on the current mood.
In BIO sauna, you can create a very pleasurable environment with an aroma, herbal 

and salt therapy.





Beside the benefit of Finnish sauna, the combined bio heaters provide increased 
humidity and lower temperature along with herbs, salt and essential oils for a 

soothing aromatherapy experience.





It seems as if one should be born under a lucky star, to be able to live on a sunny 
beach with the perfect seaview in Istria. You shouldn’t miss out on enjoying good 

food and top quality wines with friends, on a terrace overlooking the seaside. 
Luxury beach house, located directly by the Adriatic sea, dazzles us with her 
character. A modern architecture, sophisticated furniture choice and comfort at 
each step provide the perfect living experience. The big terrace offers outdoor 
kitchen and dining space, swimming pool, whirlpool and finnish sauna. Residents 

could enjoy in all luxury during all year.
From the outside - modern and elegant look, while the interior of the sauna offers 
traditional ritual of sauning. It is the perfect combination for a total breakaway. 
Sauna and the villa complement one another in many aspects. At the same time, 

they express difference, elegance and sophistication.





 Heaters from the the Finnish company Helo, with its perfect design and high-end 
quality of production enhance and complete the appearance of each sauna.





Ljubljana as a capital captures the city way of life, lively street action and the 
everyday full of things to do, worries and activities. It is a skill to effectively deal 
with everything and still maintain an emotional and physical balance, take time for 

yourself and family as well as manage a quality retreat from the city.
You may find such a retreat in an infrared sauna, which could be placed wherever 
you want - in a living room, bed room, even on the balcony or terrace. It offers the 

contrasting experience of respite and relaxation while observing the city chaos.





Infrared sauna functions on the basis of infrared light and direct heating of the 
body. A mild sauna is provided by the panel carbon heaters.





The foot of a hill, below the Stari Grad (castle of the Celje City), offers an idillyc 
location for a house of a family of 4 – parents and two teenagers. A view from their 
living room is speachless – the whole city and behind, the beautiful wine-growing 
region of Štajerska. The surrounding of Celje city is perfect for a modern way of life 
,which demands everything within reach and at the same time a short break in the 

nature is always on hand. 
A large part of the ground floor in the modern familiy house covers a relaxation 
space.A gym, bathroom, small kitchen and two saunas are located there. Both 
of saunas are upgraded with steam evaporator which offers further therapies in 

saunas.
What is more relaxing than a family walk through the surrounding nature and after, 
an extra breakaway in sauna. And it’s already heated at your favourite temperature.





The BWT – bio water technology – an inovation from Helo, upgrades classic bio 
sauna to a higher level of useage. With integrated water tank it enables a brand 
new and individual sauna experiences. It provides additional steam in a sauna 
by heating a water in tank. The user could adjust the way of sauna experience – 
depends on his feeling and desires – from gentle sauna with low temperature and 

steam, through more intense bio sauna to the hot and dry finnish sauna.





You are on the cruise between Japan, Vietnam and Singapore. Citys and nature 
during stops offer you a lot of adventures and speachless views. Close to evening 
you came back on the deck in your apartement Garden Penthouse. You are pretty 

tired and the sauna with the ocean view would be perfect choice at this time.
The luxury cruiser Genting Dream complies with desires of the most demanding 
guests. The offer and service of cruiser are very diversified and at the highest level 
of quality. Two of the most luxury apartements cover 450m2 on the front of the 

cruiser. Each of them own a teracce with whirlpool and finnish sauna.





A public sauna has some specific requests about safety and usage. Very important 
part is the SOS button. It enables an urgent call to manager of sauna in case of 

users’ poor welfare.
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